Abstract-Gait adaptation is an important part of gait analysis and its neuronal origin and dynamics has been studied extensively. In neurorehabilitation, it is important as it perturbs neuronal dynamics and allows patients to restore some of their motor function. Exoskeletons and robotics of the lower limbs are increasingly used to facilitate rehabilitation as well as supporting daily function. Their efficiency and safety depends on how well can sense the human intention to move and adapt the gait accordingly. This paper presents a gait adaptation scheme in natural settings. It allows monitoring of subjects in more realistic environment without the requirement of specialized equipment such as treadmill and foot pressure sensors. We extract gait characteristics based on a single RBG camera whereas wireless EEG signals are monitored simultaneously. We demonstrate that the method can not only successfully detect adaptation steps but also detect efficiently whether the subject adjust their pace to higher or lower speed.
I. INTRODUCTION
In an aging population, gait assistive devices can support independent living of elderly people and help patient with neurological conditions. Several mechanisms have been suggested for patient-cooperative control of rehabilitation robots. For example, ankle rehabilitation devices normally depend on a predefined trajectory with limited ability to be adapted in real-time [1] . Simulation and validation of those devices is based on repetitive motion without significant gait adaptation differences.
Gait adaptation is essential in walking as it reflects the ability to change speed and direction to avoid obstacles and keep balance. Deficiencies in gait adaptation is an important index of several conditions, such as aging and neurological diseases like stroke and Parkinson's disease [2] [3] [4] . Furthermore, poor adaptability of exoskeletons and assistive devices limits their use and effectiveness in neurorehabilitation [5] . Therefore, identifying reliably the intention of the patient to adapt their gait would help future power exoskeletons to integrate seamlessly to rehabilitation practice.
In fact, robot-assisted training is an emerging technique for gait rehabilitation because it allows safe practicing as it can compensate the lack of motor control and muscle strength [6] . Robotic gait technology has shown to have positive effects on clinical outcomes of patients with stroke, spinal cord injury and Parkinson disease [7] [8] [9] .
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connections involved in the underlying motor task but they could also trigger suboptimal compensation mechanism [10] [11] . Therefore, the timing of initiating therapeutic exercises and movements as well as the content of the exercises are of paramount importance.
To this end, gait adaptation based on split-zone treadmill exercises and auditory rhythm has shown to improve gait symmetry in patients with stroke, cerebral palsy and Parkinson disease [12] [13] [14] . Acoustically paced treadmill walking is an effective way to modify stride frequency and improve gait coordination in people after stroke [15] . Gait coordination is improved while patients try to couple heel strikes and pacing tones. However, without robotic support many patients cannot perform these exercises to an adequate level.
Recently, steady state visual evoked potentials (SSVEPs) have been proposed to control a lower-limb exoskeleton [16] [17]. SSEVPs are elicited from the visual cortex as a response to the repetitive fast presentation of stimulus. SSVEP-based brain computer interface (BCI) frameworks perform relatively well and they are characterized by low response time. However, SSVEPs is an indirect way of interfacing brain signals with machine and they do not reflect real human intention and motor control. Therefore, their use in neurorehabilitation is limited and it could be easily replaced from other assistive technologies, such as eye-tracking and voice control.
On the other hand, intention detection of movement and gait adaptation is well accepted as the best way to successfully integrate a lower limb robotic system. However, this depends on decoding EEG signal mainly from motor, premotor and frontal cortex. These brain regions along with subcortical regions form a complex network to control human movements that is challenging to decipher. Gait adaptation and the underlying neural dynamics have been extensively studied [2] [4] [18] [19] [20] . However, most of these experiments require the use of a treadmill and very specialized equipment. Gait events are measured based on either pressure sensors/insoles [18] [19] [20] , reflective markers [4] or foot switches [2] .
Here we study gait adaptation based on a rhythmic tone that alternates between three modes of slow, normal and fast pace. The subjects follow the tone as they walk inside a room without any further restriction. The EEG signal is simultaneously recorded via wireless devices. Contrary to previous studies we do not use a treadmill or specialized equipment, which allows the investigation of gait adaptation
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We preprocess the EEG signal based on bandpass filtering and independent component analysis (ICA) to remove motion related artefacts and subsequently the signal is epoched based on right/left heel strikes. Finally, EEG gait adaptation characteristics are investigated based on three classification problems: i) right versus left gait cycle classification (two classes); ii) adaptation versus non adaptation steps (two classes) and iii) adaptation to higher pace versus adaptation steps towards lower pace versus non adaptation steps (three classes). To this end, we extract features based on regularized common spatial patterns (RCSP). CSP has been used successfully before for feature extraction in gait experiments [21] . Our results show that we can successfully discriminate adaptation versus non-adaptation with more than 90% testing accuracy, which corresponds to 0.06 10-fold cross-validated generalization loss. Based on sequential feature detection we figured out that five components are adequate to achieve good classification results.
II. METHODS

A. Experimental Setup and Procedures
EEG data was recorded from six healthy participants (27.5 ± 7.58 years). A 32-channels, g.tec Nautilus, EEG wireless acquisition system with active-electrodes (Ag/AgCl) was used. The system records EEG data at 250Hz along with acceleration data in three axes. The EEG cap was placed accordingly to the 10-20 system. Impedance was measured to ensure that each channel had less than 30Ω for all participants. Data were recorded with openvibe version 1.3 [22] .
Participants were asked to walk according to a musical tone that it was programmed to switch between three modes, slow walking, normal walking and fast walking. The frequency at normal walking was 1.75Hz, whereas at slow walking speed was halved and in fast walking, speed was 1.5 times the normal. The duration of each mode was estimated to be around 24±6 right/left steps, which expresses a random variation of up to six steps. Each mode consisted of 20 trials, which resulted in a total of 60 adaptations randomly permuted. The overall experiment lasts about 16 minutes. The stimulus was programmed and displayed with Psychtoolbox-3 [23] [24] [25] . Adaptation events were send to the EEG acquisition server via TCP/IP communication.
A Logitech camera has been also used to record participants at 60 frames per second while they were walking. In order to synchronize the camera recording with the EEG acquisition, each captured frame raised an event that was send to the EEG acquisition server via TCP/IP communication. Video capturing and events' transmission was also implemented with Psychtoolbox-3.
B. Gait Features Extraction
We are interested in epoching the EEG signal into segments according to left/right heel strikes. Towards this aim, we obtain gait information based on the camera recordings and the acceleration data of the EEG system. To detect and track 2D coordinates of human joints based on a single RGB camera, we used OpenPose [26] [27] [28] . This is a state-ofthe-art, real-time approach that uses deep neural networks to track the joints of multiple-persons stably.
Gait analysis based on a single RGB camera is challenging due to the perspective projection and limited 2D information [29] . To extract gait events of right and left heel strikes, we estimate the Euclidean distance between the left and right ankle coordinates in Y-camera axis, assuming that the camera is in a vertical position. Singular spectrum analysis (SSA) has been applied to denoise the signal and improve the detection of peaks that reflect foot contacts. SSA has been also used, successfully, to detect heel strikes based on acceleration data [30] [31].
SSA is based on time-series subsampling to construct a trajectory matrix, the so called Hankel matrix. If is a timeseries, then the trajectory matrix takes the form:
Where = − + 1, is the length of and is the embedding dimension. The signal is reconstructed from averaging of a subset of the group elementary matrices of the decomposition of the covariance matrix:
=W .
Here we process acceleration data that comes with the gtec acquisition system to ensure that the EEG signal and the video timeline is fully synchronized. Acceleration data are processed with Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to derive the dominant signal variation, which is due to gait. Singular spectrum analysis (SSA) and peak detection was also utilized to detect heel strikes.
C. Movement Artefact Removal
EEG-data acquisition is very sensitive to motion artefacts. To eliminate the influence of motion, we have filter the EEG signal based on a bandpass impulse response (FIR) filter of 3-45Hz. The filter is applied forward and then backward to ensure that phase delays are eliminated.
Subsequently, we use independent component analysis (ICA) based on the infomax algorithm to remove the influence of motion components [32] . ICA is a common approach of removing gait-related movement artefacts [33] [34] . It involves the extraction of maximally independent components. Motion components are normally identified manually based on their frequency profile and their spatial distribution. Subsequently, they are removed and the EEG signal is reconstructed without their influence.
D. Feature Extraction based on Common Spatial Patterns
Here, we investigate gait adaptation by formulating a classification problem of whether a step is an adaptation step or not. We identify adaptation steps based on the reaction time (RT) between the change of the rhythmic tone and the step to match the average step of the session. Non-adaptation steps are drawn from the middle of the trial to match the number of the adaptation steps.
To extract classification features from the EEG data, we use the Common Spatial Patterns (CSP) algorithm, which extracts spatial filters that maximize the discriminability between two classes [35] [36] . CSP uses spatial filters that maximize the following equations:
denotes the matrix for class , where is the number of samples and is the number of channels. is the covariance matrix of the EEG signal from class , assuming a zero mean.
This problem is transformed to a standard eigenvalue problem by noting that it is equivalent to maximizing the following function derived based on the Lagrange method [36] :
Since we are looking for the extreme points of the function the derivate of with respect to is zero and therefore:
1) Regularised Common Spatial Patterns (RCSP)
Although, the CSP filters are an efficient way of extracting spatial filters that discriminate two classes, they are sensitive to noise and outliers. We have devised an automated way of extracting right/left heel strikes that occasionally suffer from erroneous peak detection. To minimize the influence of these outliers in extracting features based on the CSP algorithm we use regularization.
We adopt the Ledoit and Wolf's method, which regularizes the covariance matrix by shrinking it to identity [37] . In other words, the goal is to find a linear combination of the identity matrix, , and the covariance matrix, , whose expected quadratic loss is minimum.
This method has been shown to be particularly effective in problems where the number of samples is less than the number of dimensions [38] . One of its major advantage is that the shrinkage parameter is estimated automatically based on the intrinsic properties of the signal.
2) From two-class to multi-class formulation
We are interested in not only identifying the intention to adapt but also determining whether the adaptation is from a slower to faster pace or vice-versa. Therefore, we device a threeclasses classification problem that includes adaptation to higher speed, adaptation to lower speed and non-adaptation. CSP and RCSP are intrinsically two-class methods. To overcome this problem, we construct three pairs of filters between each combination of the three classes.
III. RESULTS
In this study, the investigation of gait and gait adaptation is based on the following EEG classification experiments:
 Right vs left gait cycle classification (two classes).
 Adaptation vs non adaptation steps (two classes).
 Adaptation to higher speed vs. adaptation steps towards lower speed vs. non adaptation steps (three classes). 
Adaptation Type
Step statistics
Step duration (secs) Table I summarises the behavioral analysis that includes the estimation of step time for each adaptation type: slow, normal and fast. It also includes the time and number of steps required to adapt from one condition to another. This is also called reaction time (RT) and it is estimated as the time between the change of the rhythmic tone and the time when the step matches the average step of the session within the standard deviation limit. We report a conservative RT, since we do not include the sessions where the end of adaption is not detected. The classification results for the right versus left gait cycles and for the adaptation versus non-adaptation steps are summarized in Figure 2 and Figure 3 . Figure 2 demonstrates the testing accuracy of the classifications results of a) left versus right (L/R) steps and b) adaptation versus non-adaptation (A/NA) steps. We compare results based on CSP and RCSP feature extraction. The results are shown across different sizes of sliding window (w) with a range from 90 samples to 60 samples. Note that 90 samples correspond to 0.36 seconds, whereas the event duration is taken to be 0.4 seconds. In practice the step size may vary as it is shown in Table I . For the adaptation versus non-adaptation training/testing set we assumed that the first three steps after each change of rhythmic tone are adaptation steps and subsequently we chose three steps at the middle of each adaptation trial as the nonadaptation steps. For classification we used support vector machines (SVM) based on radial basis function but we also show the results based on linear discriminant analysis (LDA). Table II demonstrates the average confusion matrix (percentage) across subjects for the three-class classification problem. Feature extraction was based on three RCSP filters for each combination of classes. Classification was performed based on SVM with a linear kernel to avoid overfitting. Results are shown for a sliding window of 90 samples, which was shown to be most effective. The diagonal elements of the matrix represent the sensitivity results for each class. Note that the summation of the vertical columns results in 100%. Figure 4 and Figure 5 demonstrate the analysis of the most significant RCSP components and their spatial distribution, respectively. Figure 4 shows the average across subjects, 10-fold cross-validation, generalisation loss as we pick more RCSP components from the most significant to less significant eigen values. We note that for both type of twoclass classification the error drops significantly for the first five components but it remains the same or even increases when more components are incorporated. Figure 5 shows the spatial distribution of the five more significant RCSP components for one of the subjects. The top row shows the RCSP filters associated with adaptation/nonadaptation classification, whereas the middle row shows the RCSP filters associated with right/left classification. The bottom row shows the spatial distribution of the filters associated with adaptation towards higher pace versus adaptation towards lower pace.
DISCUSSION
Gait adaptation plays a significant role in the ability of humans to walk and maintain their balance. In elderly and people with neurological problems, it is an index of their health progression. Therefore, exoskeletons and assistive robotic devices should be able to sense and quickly adjust to gait changes. This requires decoding neural signals accurately while people walk in their natural environments. Most of the adaptation studies today are based on specialized equipment such as split-zone treadmill, whereas they monitor gait with pressure insoles or reflective markers/multi-camera systems.
We have developed a framework to study gait adaptation in natural settings. The subjects walk in a room following the pace of a tone that changes between three modes of slow, normal and fast pace, randomly. We record EEG signal wirelessly whereas gait characteristics are extracted based on a single RGB camera.
The EEG signal is preprocessed based on a bandpass filter of 3-45 Hz, followed by ICA to identify and remove motionrelated artefacts. We use the extracted gait characteristics to epoch the EEG signal and to formulate three classification problems of intention detection in gait adaptation: i) right versus left step, ii) adaptation steps versus non-adaptation steps and iii) adaptation to higher pace versus adaptation to lower pace versus non-adaptation. Subsequently, we use RCSP to extract EEG features that maximize the discriminability between two classes.
RCSP is a regularized version of CSP algorithm that allows for automatic regularization of the covariance matrices for each class. The extent of regularization depends on the intrinsic properties of the data. Here we note a significant improvement of our results based on the RCSP filters for all types of classification.
CSP/RCSP is intrinsically a two-class feature extraction method. To extend it to three classes we extract features from three pairs of classes: i) adaptation to higher pace vs nonadaptation, ii) adaptation to lower pace vs non-adaptation and iii) adaptation to lower pace versus adaptation to higher pace.
Finally, we investigate the influence of the number of components to the classification accuracy and their spatial distribution. We note that for the two-class experiments five out of 32 components are enough to achieve high accuracy. Furthermore, the spatial distribution of the RCSP components seems to be of physiological origin.
